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Radial particle transport and the damping of the m  1 diocotron mode from “rotational pumping”
have been measured on a magnetized electron column. Rotational pumping is collisional dissipation
of the axial compressions caused by E 3 B rotation of the column through asymmetric confining
potentials. The observed transport rates are in close agreement with theory.
PACS numbers: 52.25.Wz, 51.20.+d, 52.20.Fs, 52.25.Fi

Collisional cross-field transport due to electric or magnetic field asymmetries is important in many neutral and
non-neutral plasma confinement devices. In magnetic
mirrors, it has long been postulated that particles resonant with field asymmetries enhance radial diffusion [1],
but experimental verification [2] is difficult. In tokamaks,
“magnetic pumping” by a spatially varying magnetic field
is thought to dissipate poloidal rotation [3]. In non-neutral
traps, confinement times much greater than the rotation
and transit times are important for a number of technologies and experiments [4–6]; but trap asymmetries can degrade confinement [7,8]. Non-neutral plasmas are often
approximated as 2D guiding center fluids [9,10] on the
rotational time scale, with 3D collisions causing dissipative or viscous effects [11,12].
Here, we present measurements of radial particle transport and resulting mode damping from “rotational pumping” of a magnetized electron column displaced from
the axis of a cylindrical trap. Rotational pumping is the
collisional dissipation of the axial compressions which
are caused by E 3 B rotation of the column through
asymmetric confinement potentials; here, the confinement
potentials appear asymmetric only because of the displacement of the column away from the symmetry axis
of the trap. We find that this transport conserves particle number, conserves angular momentum by moving

FIG. 1.

the column back to the trap axis as the column expands,
and conserves total energy by dissipating electrostatic
energy into thermal energy. This dissipation is analogous to that caused by the “second” or “bulk” viscosity
[13] in polyatomic gases, which causes weak absorption
of sound waves [14]; here, it causes readily measured
particle transport. The transport rate is proportional to
the electron-electron collision rate, which drops precipitously in the cryogenic, strongly magnetized regime; surprisingly, the transport is otherwise independent of the
magnetic field strength. The observed transport rates are
in close agreement with a new theory by Crooks and
O’Neil [15].
We confine the electron plasmas in a PenningMalmberg trap [16,17], shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Electrons from a tungsten filament are confined in a series
of conducting cylinders of radius Rw  1.27 cm, enclosed
in a vacuum can at 4.2 K. The electrons are confined
axially by negative voltages Vc  2200 V on cylinders
1 and 4; radial confinement is provided by a uniform
axial magnetic field, with 10 , B , 60 kG . The trapped
plasma typically has initial density 109 # n # 1010 cm23 ,
rms radius Rp , 0.04 cm, and length Lp , 3 cm, with a
characteristic expansion time 102 # tm , 103 sec. The
apparatus is operated in an inject-manipulate-dump cycle
and has a shot-to-shot reproducibility of dnyn , 1%.

Schematic of the cylindrical apparatus and electron plasma. End view shows initial and final plasma states.
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The self-electric-field of the electrons causes an E 3 B
drift rotation around an axis through the center of charge,
at a rate 500 # fE # 3000 kHz. When the column is
displaced from the center of the trap, image charges in
the conducting walls cause the column to orbit around the
trap axis in the m  1 “diocotron” mode, at frequency
5 # fd # 20 kHz. The image charge signal received on
a wall sector is proportional to the displacement D of the
column from the trap axis.
The density of the plasma is measured by dumping the
electrons onto the end collectors, by grounding cylinder
4. A rough histogram is obtained from the charge
on the 5 collectors. We obtain a more accurate z integrated density qs rd using many shots and varying the
displacement of the column. Here, r refers to the radius
from the plasma axis, i.e., r  D 1 r . The parallel
plasma temperature Tk is measured by slowly ramping
the voltage on cylinder 4 to ground, and measuring the
number of electrons which escape as a function of the
confining voltage. We can have 0.003 # Tk # 20 eV ,
giving axial electron bounce frequencies 4 3 105 # fb #
3 3 107 Hz, and Tk to T' collisional equilibration rates
103 # n'k # 105 sec21 .
We calculate the 3D plasma density nsx, y, zd and
potential fsx, y, zd from the measured qsrd, D , and Tk by
numerically solving Poisson’s equation on a 125 3 125 3
200 grid. Here, we assume
nsx, y, zd  n0 sx, yd exphefsx, y, zdykTk j ,

(1)

R
where n0 sx, yd follows from dz nsx, y, zd  qs rd, with
r 2  sx 2 Dd2 1 y 2 .
Figure 2 shows a typical evolution of the density profile
ns r, z  0d of an off-axis column. The rms radius Rp
increases from 0.044 cm at t  0 to 0.22 cm at t  10
sec, while the central density decreases a factor of 8.
However, the total number of particles N is conserved to
within 1%.

FIG. 2. Measured plasma density profiles at three different
times as rotational pumping causes plasma expansion.
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The displacement D decreases as the plasma expands,
damping the m  1 diocotron mode. In these strongly
magnetized plasmas, the total angular momentum is
dominated by the electromagnetic component, i.e.,
∂
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3
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d r n myu r 2
2c
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where Rp2 ; s1yNd 2pr dr r 2 qsrd is the mean square
radius of the plasma. Figure 3(a) shows sDyRw d2 ,
sRp yRw d2 , and their sum for the evolution of Fig. 2. Initially, 97% of Pu is in sDyRw d2 ; after 10 sec, expansion
and mode damping leave only 1% of Pu in sDyRw d2 . The
sum of the two Pu components remains constant, implying that the forces causing the transport are azimuthally
symmetric around the trap axis.
This expansion and symmetrization process converts
electrostatic energy Hf into kinetic energy Hk . We also
calculate the total radiated energy Hrad and the work
done on the power supplies which provide the confining
potentials, Wps , as
Z
1
d 3 x nsx, y, zd epsx, y, zdyN ,
Hf  2 2
Z t
1
3
dt 0 kT' ytrad ,
Hk  2 ksTk 1 2T' d , Hrad  2
1

Wps  2 2 DQ Vc yN .

0

Here, DQstd is the change in the charge on the end
cylinders, and trad is the energy loss time of the electrons
due to cyclotron radiation. At B  40 kG, we measure
trad  0.29 sec [16], about 25% longer than predicted by
the Larmor formula for an electron in free space. Because

FIG. 3. Constancy of total angular momentum and energy,
from (a) plasma diameter and displacement components of
Pu , and (b) electrostatic, radiated, kinetic, and power supply
components of total energy.
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trad ¿ n'k
, we assume that T' ø Tk ; T in calculating
Hk and Hrad .
Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of Hf , Ht , Wps , Hrad ,
and their sum. Over 10 sec, Hf decreases by 40%
from its initial value. Hk increases from 0.09 to 1.6 eV
during the first 0.5 sec, after which radiative cooling
dominates. The dissipation of electrostatic into kinetic
energy indicates that E 3 B drift dynamics alone cannot
be responsible for the observed transport. The constancy
of the total energy indicates that the plasma is not coupled
to any unknown energy sources or sinks.
We characterize this transport by the damping rate
of the m  1 diocotron mode, g , i.e., by the rate of
decrease of the column displacement D . For D0 # Rp ,
the displacement decreases as Dstd  D0 exps2gtd.
We find that the transport exhibits several striking parameter dependences. One is that g is nearly independent
of magnetic field for moderate temperatures. As B is varied from 10 to 60 kG, we find that g decreases only 30%.
This is in contrast with “conventional” transport scaling
as B22 [8,18] or B21 [11], generally due to dependence on
the cyclotron radius rc , or on E 3 B drift velocities.
Even more striking is the dependence of g on plasma
temperature for small T , as shown in Fig. 4. As T is decreased from 0.01 to 0.003 eV, we find that g decreases by
2 orders of magnitude. In this highly magnetized regime,
n'k becomes exponentially small [17] because the cyclotron radius is smaller than the distance of closest approach, i.e., rc , b ; e2 ykT . This precipitous drop in g
is a strong indication that g ~ n'k . The decrease in g for
T . 0.1 eV is also consistent with this dependence, since
n'k ~ T 23y2 for high T . Experimentally, we maintain a
constant plasma temperature by applying a 2 MHz oscillation to cylinder 3, thus balancing the radiative cooling. We
observe that g is independent of the frequency and amplitude of the heating oscillation, except through the plasma
temperature.
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The recent theory of rotational pumping by Crooks and
O’Neil analyzes the cyclic variation in the length of a tube
of plasma as it E 3 B drifts around the plasma axis. They
assume that the Debye length is small, i.e., lD ø Lp . In
this approximation, f is uniform in z inside the plasma
and abruptly increases at the ends, so the bounce length
of an electron is independent of its energy. The length at
radius r thus varies as
Ls r, td  L0 srd 1 dLsrd sinvR t ,

(2)

where dL ø L0 and vR s rdy2p ; fE srd 2 fd is the
rotation frequency of the plasma in the diocotron mode
frame. The modulation in L causes a modulation in Tk ,
but collisions tend to equilibrate T' and Tk , causing an
irreversible increase in both. Ignoring radiation, Tk varies
as
dTk sr, td
2 dL
 2n'k sT' 2 Tk d 2
Tk .
dt
L dt

(3)

Expanding Tk (and T' ) in orders of dLyL0 as Tk 
s0d
s1d
s0d
s0d
Tk 1 Tk 1 · · · gives Tk  T'  Tsrd. In first order,
s1d
Tk is partially out of phase with Ls r, td. This phase
difference gives an irreversible heating in second order
in Eq. (3). The rate of expansion of the plasma column is
then obtained by averaging the rate of change of thermal
energy over a plasma rotation, and equating it to the
rotation-averaged Joule heating caused by radial transport.
Assuming vR ¿ n'k , this gives
ø
¿
µ
∂
3
d s2d
dL 2
n
Tk
 2nTn'k
2ekGr Er l 
.
(4)
2
dt
L0
Here, Er is the radial electric field and Gr is the radial
electron flux in the diocotron mode frame. Further,
Crooks and O’Neil assume that vb ¿ vR , giving n, T ,
Gr , and Er uniform along the field lines; this is weakly
satisfied in our experiments. The predicted damping rate
g can be calculated from Gr , using the continuity equation
and conservation of Pu , as
2
2p Z
1 dRp
1 ≠
;
r Gr .
r dr dz r 2
g ;
2
D dt
ND 2
r ≠r
(5)
Equation (5) can be integrated analytically if we assume uniform density and temperature, and approximate
dL by dL  ksDyRw dr , where k , 2 [19]. We then obtain an estimated damping rate
gest  4k 2 n'k

FIG. 4. Measured transport and damping rate g versus plasma
temperature, with estimated and calculated theory predictions.
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lD
Rp

1
.
L2p Rw2 1 2 2Rp2 yRw2

(6)

gest is independent of D and depends on B only through
the Coulomb logarithm in n'k [17]. We have plotted gest
in Fig. 4 as a dashed curve. It agrees with our data within
a factor of 6.
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A more accurate theoretical prediction gth is obtained
using dL from the measured qs rd and Eq. (1); then,
numerical integration of Eq. (5) gives the solid curve in
Fig. 4, which shows closer agreement with the data. The
difference in slope between gest and gth for T . 1 eV
is due to a decrease in the actual dL with temperature:
higher energy electrons penetrate farther towards the
end cylinders, where the vacuum equipotential surfaces
have less curvature, as shown in Fig. 1. We postulate
two reasons why gth is up to twice as large as the
measured g for T . 0.2 eV in Fig. 4. First, at high
enough temperatures, lD . dL, so the electron bounce
length may not be well described by Eq. (2). Second,
the measured (central) temperature may underestimate the
true average temperature.
In addition to D , B, and T , we have measured the
dependence of g on Vc , n, Rp , and Lp . In all cases, we
find agreement between gth and experiment comparable to
the agreement in Fig. 4. Crooks and O’Neil also predict
that when vb , vR the transport may be enhanced greatly
by electrons whose bounce and rotation frequencies are
resonant. We do not observe any enhancement, but these
resonances should not exist in our experiments, since
vb ø n'k when vb , vR .
The unusual temperature dependence of g can result
in complex, nonlinear behavior when rc # b holds. If
the Joule heating in Eq. (4) is larger than kTytrad , then
g and T will unstably increase, saturating when rc ø
b ; otherwise, g and T will unstably decrease until T
approaches the 4.2 K wall temperature. This can cause
a bifurcation in the time evolution of D . Thereafter,
fluctuations in g can cause transitions between the two
saturated states because the difference in kT between
states is small compared to the electrostatic energy.
Furthermore, if a resistive wall destabilizes the diocotron
mode, a complicated nonlinear “dance” with both positive
and negative g can result [20].
From a fluid perspective, rotational pumping can be
thought of as dissipation of a compressible flow by a sec=vd2 .
ond viscosity z , where the dissipation rate is g ~ z s=
In the guiding center approximation, the cyclotron motion
of the electrons is a “hidden” degree of freedom, like the
vibrations and rotations of gas molecules [14]. Equilibration of hidden and translational degrees of freedom gives
rise to a second viscosity [13]. The second viscosity coefficient in these plasmas can be expressed as
z 

4 nT
1
.
9 n'k 1 1 svR y3n'k d2

(7)

In our experiments, g is independent of vR because
vR ¿ n'k and s= ? vd2 ~ vR2 .
This rotational pumping mechanism should also damp
the m $ 2 diocotron modes. It may also cause the dissipation of several otherwise stable non-neutral plasma
configurations, including two electron vortex equilibria
4216
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[21], vortex crystals [22], asymmetric equilibria [10], and
toroidal electron plasmas [23]. Rotational pumping is
analogous to magnetic pumping which is presumed to
strongly damp poloidal rotation in tokamaks [3]. Similarly, rotational pumping should strongly damp azimuthal
rotation in nonaxisymmetric systems such as tandem mirrors [1,2].
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